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ABSTRACT

Reverse pull headgear or facemask is one of the time tested methods for protraction of maxilla in growing patients. However since it is a removable appliance the treatment outcome is dependent on patient compliance which in turn is greatly influenced by the ease of wearing the appliance and minimizing the discomfort to the soft tissues while the appliance is worn. The commonly used prefabricated Petit type facemask scores low on compliance due to numerous factors namely difficulty in wearing the appliance, variations in size of chin between different age groups, sex variations and change in size and morphology of chin and forehead among different population groups. When these factors are neglected and the patient is over motivated or in other words forced by the operator to wear the appliance the patient may develop blisters on the chin and forehead due to inadaptability of the facemask. Moreover the prefabricated facemasks are expensive and are subjected to availability especially in remote areas of practice. To overcome these drawbacks we have come up with simple yet efficient way of fabricating customized Petit type facemask.

Introduction

Treatment planning of skeletal Class III malocclusion is influenced by various factors namely, growth status of the patient, facial divergence and patient compliance. Various treatment modalities available for class III correction in growing individuals include using orthopaedic force with facemask therapy/ chin cup or growth modulation with functional appliances.¹⁻⁹ The outcome of these interceptive treatment modalities is further complicated by the unpredictable and potentially unfavourable nature of growth and so in most of the cases we are left to doing camouflage treatment or orthognathic surgery.
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It is very important to utilize the growth potential of patient and the face mask therapy during the growing period of the maxilla plays an important role in the successful correction of maxillary deficiency. But poor patient compliance and increased discomfort to the patient by using prefabricated Petit type of face mask can lead to loss of valuable growth period. The cost of the face mask and the availability of required size also need to be considered. Under these conditions custom made petit facemask for increased patient compliance, ease of adjustment and cost effectiveness is a viable alternative.

Previous techniques of fabricating customized facemask requires multiple appointments and are laborious. To minimize the cost and to increase its adaptation to facial morphology of a particular patient we have come up with simple yet efficient way of fabricating a customized facemask.

**Steps of fabrication:-**

1. Make an Alginate impression of patient’s forehead and chin.
   Fig 1: impression of fore head and chin

2. Fabricate the wax spacer on stone cast after marking the forehead and chin area on cast.
   Fig 2: placement of wax spacer on dental cast

3. Fabricate acrylic pad on wax spacer
   Fig 3: fabrication of acrylic pad over wax spacer

4. Take a motorcycle spoke and bend it according to patient’s facial contour
   Fig 4: straight and bent motorcycle spoke

5. Incorporate the upper end of spoke into the fore-head pad and lower end with screw to the chin cup or chin pad. Thereafter mark a point at the stomion level of patient on the main spoke to solder the thinner bicycle spoke at stomion level, which acts as protraction hooks to engage elastics.
Fig 5: marking at level of stomion on cycle spoke to make protraction hooks

6. Bend the cycle spoke at stomion level and make the hooks.

Fig 6: attachment of protraction hooks

7. Attach the sponge on to the chin pad and head pad using glue. Attach the head strap to the head pad after making four holes on head pad; attach the strap to the pad using strong thread.

Fig 7: attachment of soft sponge to the acrylic pads

8. Facemask is ready to deliver; the screw at the bottom of chin pad can be used to adjust the height of the chin pad.

Fig: 8 attachments of head strap and facemask is ready to deliver
9. Deliver it to the patient using appropriate elastics.

Fig 9: facemask delivered to patient

Discussion

By fabricating the customized facemask with routinely available materials the clinician can improve the patient compliance as it is specifically designed to fit the individual it adapts properly according to the facial morphology of the patient and does not require any adjustment. The above mentioned appliance overcomes the most commonly encountered problems of blisters occurring on the chin, head and angle of the mouth seen routinely with the prefabricated Petit type facemask. Furthermore the size differences of chin among males and females and between different population groups makes it difficult to adjust prefabricated face mask for wide range of population.

The custom made facemask presented here provides excellent fit for the patient at a very economical price. The appliance can be fabricated with minimal lab support without the requirement of repeated appointments as in the case of other custom made face masks.

Conclusion

In this era of customization where even orthodontic brackets are customised and treatment modalities like Invisalign are gaining popularity, the orthodontist has to strive for efficient appliance with perfect adaptation. Custom made appliances using 3-D printing utilizing data from cone beam computer tomography may be the answer. The current idea of customization of facemask for patient comfort is a good beginning in this direction.
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